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ABSTRACT
This talk revie • 18 the emission mechanisms cf cosmic gamma -ray
bursts. In particular, the thermal synchrotron model is discussed in
detail as the most viable mecbarism for the majority of the continuum
emission. Within this framework various information about the solute
region can be extracted. The picture that emerges is that of a hot
(kT - .2 - 1.0 mc 2 ), thin sheet of dense pair-dominated plasma
emittiz via	
0-
vi 	 r.sdiaticn in a strong magnetic field
(B - 10 to 10 gauss). Speculations on the origin and structure
of this sheet are attempted. We also briefly discuss the problem of
high-energy photons above pair productioi threshold escaping from the
source.
INTRODUCTIGN
Despite numerous attempts by astrophysicists over the pest
decade, the origin and mechanisms of cosmic gamma-ray bursts; remain a
total mystery. Yet a number of significant observational
developments over the last fern years have greatly narrowed the field
of viable speculations even by the most creative theorists. (Sec,
e.g., Ruderman l
 and F LZ 2 for reviews.) The discover y of the March
5, 1979, event (Cline ) and the optical predecessor cf the November
19, 1978, event (Shafer 4 ), plus the slightly mc?e controversial
u.scoveries by the Konus exper i ments (N.azets et al. ) of the presence
of redscifted annihilation lines and low-energy spectral features,
all help to reduce the number of viable candidates for toe sites of
these events.	 Currently, the most popular choice is the surface of
strongly maK etized neutron stars. Theoreticall y , a strong magnetic
field (> 107
	gauss) is also needed to confine such a hot plasma,
especially if it is pair dominated. In this talk I shall try to
review in some depth recent attempts along these lines to understand
the emission mechanism for the continuum spectrum of most gamma-ray
bursts.
THE TRERKAL SYNCHROTRON MCDEL
Ever r,ince the early dais of their discovery, it was recognized
that most of the gamma-burst spectra assume a universal exponential
*Operated under DOE Contract W7405-ENG48
+ artially supported by NASA Grant NGR 05-020-668
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ahaoe with a char ac ter itic %T ` mc 2
	
s	 . Thus it was su¢¢ested that
they were optically thin thermal bremsetrahlung (TB) emission by
mildl) relativistic thermal plasmas. 	 Unfortunately, this
nterpretation immediatel y encountered difficulty 'because of the
inefficiency of TB emi;.si0n. Combined with the lack of detectable
CompLonization ( " pc < 1), TB emis61ja required unrealistically high
aspect ratios fcr the emission geometry and nearby clustering of the
source (e.g., Katz 6 ).	 If we also believe in strong magnetic fields,
then the cyclo-synchrotron emission of these hot plasmas would also
greatly exceed the TB emission for all reasonable situations.
Moreover, if the March 5, 1979, event is indeed at the distant of N49
(- 55 kpc), then only the synchrotron emissivity of a hot plasma in a
strong field has the rem^te chance of accounting for the high
lumino;ity (.1amaty et Al. , Liang
e
 ). This, therefore, motivated
several authors to suggest that cyclo-synchrotron emission is It
natural emission mechanism of most gamma-ray bursts (Lamb , Katz ,
and Liang 10 ). Recently using the semi-analytic results of
Petrosi13 11 , Trubaikov1t and the numerical results of Laub and
Masters l3, we have succeeded in fitt ing most gamma-burst spectra
reported to date satisfactorily with tite thermal synchrotron 1lpectrum
(TS) of ?^'Idly relat_-isfec (.2 - 1.0 .ac )1 $lasmas in strong fields
(B - 10	 gauss) (Liang , Liang et al. ).	 This is encouraging
because it at least makes the strong field neutron star picture a
self-consistent framework.
in addition, various	 2	
_T^-
additional spectral features,	 ^02	 az
when interpreted in this	 0 01
framework, provide us with 	 /	 004 0i
valuable information about Z	
004the source conditions.
Figure 1 illustrates the
shape of the thermal	 -4I
cyclotron spectrum as the	 L
temperature is progressively
increased.	 By tre time the
tem;.eratu-e gets up to	 oz J
hundreds of keV, all higher 	 - e,-
harmonics blend into a smooth 	 01
continuum with only the
f irst couple of harmonics	 -10	 0.04
basely visible. Their peaks 	 \ \1
time-dilated to energies
below the Lamor freAueacy G
11.6 keV	 (B/10 1` gauss)).
0.	 0 5	 1.0	 1.5	 20
log W /wC
Fig. 1. Evolution of the-mal cyclo-
synchrotron spectra with increasilg
temperature (from Ref. 9). (? a jw/w
T is in units of mec2.)
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Above the third or fourth harmonic, the continuum emissivity is well
approAimated by the analytic formula ( cf.	 Ref.	 14):
r e2}^;(6)	 ne vK21 (I/ T) exp ( - (4.5v/vc sine)1 /3) "c _ ''LT2	 (1)
3 c
where T	 kT/m e c 2
 and K 2 is a modified Bessel function.
Figure 2 shows how well this shape fits the typical gamma-ray burst
spectra.
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Fig. 2. TS f its to some typical gamma-bursts spectra. Value of ve
is in keV (from Ref. 14).
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When the emission column density is too large, the low-energy
part of the spectrum becomes self - absorbed and turns over into a
Rayleigh Jeans spectlr5um.	 The location of the turnover,
determines (cf. Bekefi ) the emission column density and therefomre
the opcically thin flux. These are given by the formulas:
n e h - 3 . 8 x 10 19 vmT K2 ( T-1 ) e xm cm-2 xm - (4.5 v m/vc'	 (2)
5
F syn n 3.6 x 10 26 T 
vm keV ' ' c 2 keV	 xm/iI erg ' cm-2 ' sec. (3)
1-0	 T/mc2
DATA FROM THE KONUS
CATALOGUE
Recently Liar& et
al. 14 have completed a
detailed analysis of
the entire Koaus
Catf^ogue (Mazets et
al.	 ), wnich repre-
sents the largest
colleLI.10n of recorded
gamma-burst spectra,
using the TS model.
Some of the key results
are summarized here.
(a)	 The charac-
teristic frequency ',)c
has a distribution
peaking near 3 keV and
cuttir.& off sharply
above 12 keV.	 For a
q om1oaI	 field	 c 
2 x 10 12 gauss, this
means a tem}erature
distriburti i0n	 of
around .4 cc ` (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3. Distr:buticu of
V for the spectra of
t^e Konus catalogue
(frors Ref. 14).
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Fig. 4. Example of Zonus
spectrum shoving possible first
and second harmonic emissions
(from Fief. 14).
(b) Over half a dozen
events show double peak features
at lod energies (< 70 keV) with
the second peak sitting at twice
the frequency of the first,
suggestive of fundamentfil
10 1	 101	 t03	 harmonics (Fig. 4). Using the
E(koV )	 temperature deduced from the fitto the continuum, we can try to
estimate the ratio of the first
to the second harmonic peak
flux. Figure 5 compares the theory prediction and the observed flux
ratio. The result is clearly very encouraging. Future observations
should concentrate on the search of the harmonics, in the X-ray
energies, if possible.
1	 2	 3
TS prediciion
Fig. 5. Comparison between theoretical predictions and the observed
ratios of first to second harmonic peak fluxes for several Konus
spectra.
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b y ( 1 00 GeV)
u'
( c ) Most of the
Konus data, which cover
only the range up to
sever al hundred keV to 1
KeV, really cannot
distinguish between TS,
TB, or inverse Compton
(IC) spectral f i t a
(prfpoied by Fenimore et(See Fig. 6a.)
However, preliminary data
fro the SM M (Nolan et
a1. 1^ , Fig. 6b) up to 10
MeV seem to suggest that
single temperature TB or
IC fits would fall short
at high energies due to
the exponential cutoff,
whereas the TS spectrum
has no problem because of
its	 hardness	 (cf.
Eqn. (1).	 (a)
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Fig. 6.	 (a)
	
TS, TB and IC fits to the observed spectrum of GB7809i8
how little	 dist:.nction (from	 Ref.	 14).	 (b)	 SMM	 gamma-burst	 spectra
(raw data)	 out to	 10 MeV	 show	 that	 TB	 and	 IC fits	 fall	 short
	 at
higaer	 energies (from Ref.	 18;	 the	 high-energy	 data	 are	 expected	 to
move up	 after	 detector corrections).
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(d) A small fraction of Konus spectra show low !nergy turnover,
suggestive of self—absorption (r'ig. 7).
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Fig. 7. Examples of Konus spectra showing self—absorption (from
Ref. 14) .
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Table I summarizes data on these events.
	 Note that unless the
emission area is much smaller than a km , several events could be
extragalactic, maybe even as far as the March 5 p y ent. 2Vote ^lso the
uniform thinness of the emission depth (n 
e
h - i0	 - 10 1 cm ).
Table I Spectia with self.-absorption (data from Ref. 14)
i^
Assuming L i Vab
Vab	 v c	 neh/TY.2(T-1) T > ' gs (10 -4 ) >	 L syn	 d(kpc)
Tnoapson	 ?	 ?
Spectrum	 (keV)	 (keV) (10 22 /cm 2 )	 scattering	 A(kmZ)	
Al/2(^)
depth
10-06-78A 30 9.9 1.3 .39 1.8 1.6x.1040 13
;
11-04-78A 25 2.1 4.2 .12 .27 1.1x1039 6
11-07-78 41 6.0 3.8 .29 1.4 1.2x1040 22
11-11-78 28 1.9 6.1 .20 .2 1.1x1039 65
11-19-78 1 40 110 0.5 .87 .16 1.7x104` 23
11-15-78 3 40 6.0 3.4 .29 1.2 1.1x1040 6
11-21-78A 26 4.8 1.8 .31 1.0 3.9x1039 11
2- 14 -79 30 4.1 2.8 .28 0.8 3.9x.1039 7.7
4-02-798 1 60 50 1.4 .56 7.7 6	 x.10 41 29
4-06-79 45 3E 1.0 .56 5.5 2.7x.!u41 30
6-13-79 50 1.9 25.7 .1; 26 3.3x1041 43
10-14-79 1 40 9 3.5 .28 .9 1.0x1040 9
11-11-79 1 50 5.9 5.5 .24 .5 1.3x1040 19
;
i'i
Im
(e) Many of the Kcnus spectra have candidate annihilation lines
at 400 - u50 keV. Some of these appear in conjunction with low-
energy self-absorption, in which case the pair density at the source
can be estimated if we assume that the annihilation line source
8
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coincides with the TS source and that the annilation region is
approximately one annihilation depth thick. Table II sumuL&rizes ;> e
data on these spectra. Note that n + lies in the range 10 to 10' .
Combined wit,- the nh limits, we are forced to consider very thin
emission layers with h - 10 -3 to 10 -4 cm.
Table II Data on Konus spectra exhibiting redshifted pair
annihilation lines
Event 511	 f l ux vc	 d(k c	 '+	 (cm-3 )	 (assume F511
(CB) (ph/cm^'	 ) (kev)	 Al/2(km)ann 'h '1) F+
78-09-18 4 .18 6.2 .14
78-09-18 5 .08 3.9 .26
78-10-06r. so	 .01 10.0	 > 30	 > 6.0 x	 10 23 .04
78-11-19 1 se	 5.0 110.	 > 38	 > 3.0 x	 10 26 .1Z
78-11-19 3 sa	 .15 6.	 > 38	 > 9.2 x 10 24
I
.35
79-01-16 .05 5. .15
79-03-05** 1.7 0.5	 1	 >	 5.0 x	 10 26 .42
79-04-02 1 sa	 .3 50.	 50+	 i 4.8 x 10 25 .08
79-04-02 3 .15 13. .11
79-04-12 .12 19. .08
79-06-22 .10 13. .13
79-IC-14 sa	 .23 6.	 >	 15	 ^ 3.6	 x	 10' 4 .30
79-11-11 1 sa	 .07 6.	 30+	 4.2 x	 1C 24 .09
79-i2-30
^'Sf^atin^=.-+^..^.i:.l'..
.05
i...r
5.8
3F'+.•-Irv.-.^.:..t	 ^ rte••riV,^^..:
.35
L fa .^i.^f Z`^-r
than
harderie	 in range
average	 1023-1016
	 `> 'syn-10-3-10 -4 em
*for	 self-abs. crass
**assu=ed at	 55	 kpc
* estIM3tr_d f.o= presence of	 harmonics	 at	 la -.er	 times
To	 summarize,	 the TS	 interprE	 ation of	 gamma-burst	 spectra
requires	 the emission region	 to	 be	 '	 t	 (K7 = .2	 -	 1.0	 mc 2 ) , optically
ve, v	 chip (ah ^	 10 20 - 210 22 	cm -2 )	 with	 typical	 synchrotron	 flux
10`	 -	 10 erg/sec.	 cm	 .	 Events showing pair-annihilation lines
suggest	 hat 2^he	 plasma	 may	 be	 dominated_Emitting by	 pairs3
(n t	 - 10
2
	-10 cm	 ), Hence	 the big questions	 are: What	 is	 the
origin of	 such an unusual	 emission layer,	 and how	 is	 it maintained?
0
IM
9
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Figure 8 illustrates conceptually one possible configuration of
thf 2emission layer. The surface of the neutron star, threaded by
10 gauss field lines, is treated by energy fluxes streaming down
along the field lines. To avoid shielding the outgoing gamma rays,
the downwsrd energy flux cannot be in the form of particles (ions,
electrons or pairs). More likely it is in the form of
electromagnetic or Alfv en waves. These waves dissipate within a skin
depth of the surface, generating supratherm al electrons and creating
pairs. These then pitch-angle scatter and thermalize within a column
density corresponding to a pitch-angle scattering depth. This is
also the region where the hot thermal synchrotron radiation is
emitted. The cooled pairs then annihilate over a thicker layer,
corresponding to about one annihilation depth for positrons. The
emission region is confined sideways by the. magnetic field.
Vertically it is held down by the momentum flux (or "RAM pressure")
of the same waves that are heating it. It is also known that the
standard coulomb scattering between protons and pairs cannot maintain
a thermi 9
 distributir due to the much f lter synchrotron decay rate
(Langer Bussard 0 , Bussard and Lamb i. It seems likely that
either collective processes, which operate at close to one tenth of
the electron plasma frequency, or coulomb scattering with heavy ions
(e.g., Z = 26) must dominate to maintain a thermal population of
higher Landau levels. In fact, one can conceive of a self-adjusting
mechanism in which the pair density is maintained at a level in which
the decay rate matches the pitch-angle scattering rate. When the
pair density is too low, synchrotron cooling is inefficient because
it is governed by the pitch-angle scattering rate, and the heated
F
wave
i
L ^. I synchrotron Y
n
h - 1 _ 10 20	 skin depth---t\\^'^-\^ '^'^\ 
	
sc	 r—	
pv
,pan ihilatio v
nh	 1	 107 
	
anni	 I	 ^*
"anni
r
Fig. 8. Schematic diagram illustrating a possible configuration of
the emitring laver of the gamma rays.
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region can cool only by creating; more pairs. On the other Land, when
there are too me-2y pairs, thermal and radiation pressure would exceed
the wave pressure, and the layer would expand and decrease the
density. While this scenario requires more detailed investigation,
ore ca^ at least der%ve the steady-state structure from simple fi.st--
principles arguments. It turns out. that the three structure
variables -- n (assumed equal to :n + a 2n_), h and T -- are uniquely
determined by 2^hree steady-state requ:.rements (for details see Liang
and Antiochos ):
(a) energy balance:
Fwave	 ah Ebyn	 , where tsyn is syn cooling rate
(b) momentum balance:
wave ` pressure wave	 n mc2T
c
(c) thermaliza,ion requirement:
`pitch scatt « ^syn cool M> h	 ( pitch scatt X syn cool )
1/2
For example, assuming that pitch-angle scat-ering is dominated by
plasma collective modes, we find:
T	 0.4 (F	 /1030).2(B/1012)-.8; ah - 2.5 x 1021	
wavel 6 B	 4
wave
	 1030% . 
101`1 .
etc.,	 J
which falls in the general ballpark of the observed parameters.
These results also lead tc additional predictions about correlations
betWeen the above variables and the field strength. This could be
tested with future observations.
YAGNETIC FLARE MODEL
Where do tho energies core from that heat the above conjectured
layer? The most natural candidate seems to 'ue reconnection of closed
n -etic loops. The above sheets would then be sitting at the
fo,_points of the reconnecting flux tubes. Because of the high field
strength, most of the reconnection energy release would likely be in
the qrm of f*eld perturbaticas rathez than partic'es. At a lux of
- 10 U erg/cm	 s, a perturbation of a few percent c 	
l
f a 10	 gauss
field would be adequate to account for the majority of the bursts.
What could be causing the f'-.x tubes to develop non-potential
stress fields?	 There are at east three conventional sourcesAf
primavy energy: transient accr?tion (e.g., Colgate and Petschek )
including impact b y comets or satellites; surface thermal nuclear
explosion (Woo5ley 3 ); and internal disturbances, including vibration
(Ramaty et al. ) and differential rotations. At present we have no
idea how any one of these energy sources couples to the field.
11
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However, both the accretion and explosion pictures involve primary
energy sour:.es which are highly optically thick and therefore must be
accompanied by cooler X-ray burst precursors. The hypothesis of
internal energy sources does have the advantage of being capable of
bypassing any optically thick phase by coupling mechanical energy of
the star directly to the field in a low-density environment. For
example, twisting of the footpoints due to relative motion or
restructuring of the crust could produce stressc . : i fields.	 In fact,
it is highly likely that gamma-ray burst sources may involve a
totally different class of neutron stars from radio or X-ray pulsars,
which are believed to have rigid dipolar fields.
It should be mentioned that at least the majority of gamma-ray
bursts, !xcluding the subclass which Mazets et al. Z4 called the short
bursts, have time structures analogous to solar flares, with a
typical duration of tens of seconds broken into many epikes of
subsecoud duration and rise times of milliseconds or less. In the
magnetic reconnection model of solar flares, most authors tend to
associate the overall duration with the linear growth time of the
resistive tearing mode given by the geometric mean of the Alfien time
and magnetic diffusion time, while the spikes are associated with the
nonlinear Petschek type growth .ime equal to 10-100 Alfv gn time
scales. It is interesting that at least in the case of gamma-ray
bursts, these two time scales also fall into ^^e general range of the
observed time scales (see Liang and Antiochos 4 ).
ESCAPE OF THE HIGH-ENERGY GAMMAS
The latest SMM data (cf. Fig. 6b) shows that up to 10 MeV the
gamma rays seem to emerge unattenuated by pair production self-
absorption. Some authors try to argue that this puts a stroL„
constraint on the source distance. However, as Katz 6
 has pointed
out, this is not necessarily the case since reannihilation may
ccmpensate for the removed photons. However, no detailed trznspert
calculation has been atte=pted, and it is not clear how the original
si:g'_e-temrerature, optically thin s:ectruc wiil be altered. In the
case of I'S exissien, we might be saved by the fact that the highest
energy ga=mas are all emitted close to 90 degrees from the field
orientations, and therefore the relative angle with white gamma-gamma
collisien can occur, at least for the gamma along the line of sight,
would be smalier than for isotropic sources.
A more severe difficulty is presented by the apparently
unavol2able gamma-B collisions. Since gamma-B pair productipn cross-
se r'ion depenzs	 :7ponentially on the parameter h'.,/mec'(B/4.4 x
10	 G) (see Erber ), a 1 MeV photon would be completely wiped out
by a 3 ' 10 12 Gauss field orthogonal to its path but emerge untouched
from a 2 ' 10 1` gauss field.	 Similarilyl , a 3 ' 10 11 gauss field is
opaque to a 1OMe; photon, but a 2 . 10 gauss field is transparent.
Unless there is something we totally mibs here, observation of
unattenuated spectra up to 10 MeV can only be possible if the field
is quite weak or we are viewing at small angles with respect to the
field lines, in which case the emission temperature must be quite
high. :n any case, this whole area is currently under investigation.
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